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MAR 181985~_m-

Honorable MaryAnn Gi11eece
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

(Acquisition Manage~ent)

Pentagon, Room 3E144
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Ms. Gi11eece:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The As!listantS~retaryforProductivi~.

Technology .mI Innovation
washingtOn, DC. 20230

12021 J7.7c.l984
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I have received the joint letter of March 4, 1985, concerning
the efforts of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) Committee on Intellectual
Property to develop a policy f r amewo r kw it.h i.n which more detailed
Government procurement and assistance regulations dealing with
technical data would be drafted and evaluated. As you recall,
this effort was initiated at the request of Dr. Keyworth, the
President's Science Advisor, and I am enclosing acopy of his
original request.

This effort is not intended to conflict with or in any way limit
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) authorities of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Department of Defense (DOD), and the General Services Adminis
tration (GSA). However, as I trust you agree, the FAR is written
against a backdrop of statutory and administrative policies that
are often set outside the FAR system as such. For example, the
FAR patent provisions must conform to the President's Memorandum
and applicable statutes, including Chapter 18 of Title 35 and
regulations issued thereunder. Similarly, if FCCSET or another
higher authority can reach agreement on basic technical data
principles, there would appear to be no reason why the FAR
drafters should not be expected to conform the FAR to those
principles.

The concerns expressed in Dr. Keyworth's letter remain valid.
For years it has proven impossible to develop Federal Procurement
Regulations (FPR) or FAR coverage in the technical data area for
the civilian agencies. And there have been significant differ
ences in the approaches adopted by DOD, NASA, Department of
Energy (DOE), and other agencies that have issued regulations or
other policy directives. We believe a major reason for this is
the failure to reach agreement on basic objectives and
principles.
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Analysis of DOD Concerns as Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

ConcerIl--Th.estatement\>?oulc'l. "prohibit efforts.to .negotiate
for the right to obtain and use for competitivenpipcui~illent

purposes proprietary technical data pertainiIlg to.C:::9.!llmercial OJ!:

future commercial items for which defense has requirements." ,

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitations. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
language in PL 96-577) which states at section 1202 that the
Secretary of Defense should--

" ••• ensure that persons that have developed products or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
required, as a condition for the procurement of such products or
processes by the Department of Defense, to provide to the United
States technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessaryfoLthe Unit.edStates .. to operaJeand maintain
the product or use the process if obtained by the united States
as an element of performance under the contract)."

However, as a result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USC 2320(c) in section 5 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would "require the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded."

Response--Again, section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data of a contractor for
reprocurement when the data relates to a commercial product
developed at private expense. However, it authorizes the use of
form, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
for competitive purposes. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320(c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
relates to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will "prohibit the government's
requiring contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known."



Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
"manufacturing data" unless they foresee a need for it. This
would not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be procuring the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
Revised section 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
language. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining technical data for
procurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense.

Concern--The statement would "preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at government
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations."

Response--To fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of "situations" are envisioned. However, in actual fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
required to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that "normally" the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and contracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end results
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD policy. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.
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DRAFT
Government Data Policy Statement (Revised 3/27/85)

This statement provides guidance concerning the acquisition
uof technical data and software under government .grant.s ..and
contracts, except prime contracts for the operation of
government-owned research or production facilities.·.·Bowever, 'it
applies to subcontracts under such contracts. It is intended to
(i) provide agencies with the flexibility to acquire technical
data and software needed to fulfill their missions (ii) avoid
unnecessary costs that result from the ordering of unneeded
technical data; (iii) encourage the commercialization of new
products and proceaaee by contractors through the protection of
technical data; and (iv) encourage the most qualified commercial
concerns to participate in government research and development
programs. It does not affect the classification of technical
data and software for national security purposes.

Section 1.... Qgfinitions. As used in thisStatement--

(a) "technical·data"-means recorded-fnf-ormation-of· a
scientific or technical nature. It does not include software or
financial, administrative, cost and pricing, management data, and
other information incidental to contract administration;

(b) "manufacturing data" means technical data and software
used for the manufacture of a product or performance of a process
on a commercial scale;

(c) The term "contract" includes subcontracts and the term
"contractor" includes subcontractors; and

(d) "software" means computer programs, computer data bases,
and documentation thereof.

Section ~ Treatment Qf Proposals. Proposals that have not
been incoporated in an award shall be treated as confidential and
not disclosed outside the government without the submitter's
pe r md.s s i.on except for evaluation purposes. Parts of proposals
that are incorporated in awards and which contain trade secrets
or commercial or financial information shall also be treated as
confidential if properly marked. Agencies shall not discriminate
against marked proposals.

Section ~ Scope Qf~ Rights Clauses. Technical data
delivery requirements should normally be fUlly set out at the
time of contracting, but deferred ordering provisions may be used
to add additional deliverables. Any rights which the government
obtains to technical data will be limited to rights in data
specifically required to be delivered or prepared.
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Section ~ Supply Contracts. Agencies procuring standard
commercial products may obtain technical data necessary for
operation, maintenance or repair but not for reprocureritent
purposes. Notwithstanding, manUfacturing data should not. normally be sought. ···~.._ u._._·

Section.2..... Engineering Development ContractS;~confi:acts fDr
engineering development should be structured to prevent the
disclosure of proprietary technical data related to commercial
products or processes developed at private expense by
contractors. For example, agencies should normally accept form,
fit, and function data in lieu of manufacturing data. Or, if
manufacturing data is needed, the contractor .shall be allowed to
mark as proprietary any data that relates to commercial products
or processes developed at private expense1 and the right of the
government to use and disclose the data shall be specified in the
contract, and shall not include the right to use the data for
reprocurement purposes (except for Defense Department contracts
to which 10 USC 2320(c) is applied). Use of deferred delivery
provisions should also be considered. A competitive procurement
of an item developed under an engineering development contract
should not include in the solicitation any proprietary
manufacturing data that relates to a product or process developed
at private expense by a contractor which is offered or to be
offered for sale commercially by the contractor (except when
10 USC 2320(c) was applied to such data).

Any technical data delivered under an engineering development
contract that relates to an item develped wholly under the
contract shall be taken without restrictions if competitive
acquisition of the item is anticipated. When competitive
acquistion is not anticipated, the contractor will be allowed to
retain ownership of any such data delivered, and the agency shall
reserve an unrestricted, royalty-free right to use or have its
contractors use the technical data for governmental purposes
(excluding publication outside the government). However, if
mission needs require and this is consistent with PL 98-525 or
577, agencies may also acquire pUblication and other rights.
Other technical data not related directlY to items developed
under the contract normally shall be taken without restrictions.

Section ~ Contracts ~ Basic And Applied Research. Agencies
will normally take technical data delivered under a basic or
applied research contract with the unlimited right to use and
publish such data, subject to any other provisions of the
contract related to inventions and patents. However, if the
research involves a contractor's privately developed products or
processes or if it is otherwise agreed to by the parties,
proprietary data of the contractor shall be protected.

Section ~ Assistance Awards. Agencies normally should not
require delivery of technical data under grants or cooperative
agreements except as necessary to verify the awardee's
performance. The awardee normally will be allowed to retain all

2
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rights in technical data delivered or produced under such awards,
including mtheright to publish and/or assertcCopyr,ight,(illthough
the agency may acquire a nonexclusive, royalty-free, and

,worldwide-license to use -suchtechnical,-data,--t-hat-~is--:delivered or
pUblished by the awardee for internal government purpOses. When
considered necessary to meet program objectivesor---statutory :
requirements, agencies may also (i) reserve the right to pUbllsh
technical data delivered under 'a grant or cooperative agreement
if the awardee fails to publish the results of the research
within a reasonable time and/or (ii) expand the government's
license to cover State and local governments.

Section .a.. Software. Unless its delivery is specifically
required, agencies shall not normally acquire rights in software
generated under contracts or grants. Delivery of software shall
not normally be required unless a purpose of the award is the
creation of software. ~f software has commercial potential,
agencies should normally accept license rights in lieu of
ownership; and consideration should be given to allowing software
documentation 1:0 be lIlaintainedon-the -contractor's -premises.

When an agency acquires existing ,proprietary software, it
shall accept appropriate conditions limiting its right to use and
disclose the software. This includes cases when proprietary
software is modified to accommodate particular agency needs.

Software within the definitiono£ "manufacturing data"
at section l(b) is subject to sections 3-7 and not this section.

3
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There is also legitimate concern whether existing regulations
give sufficient weight to the policy objectivesoLthis
Administration. In particular, this Administration is strongly
commft ted to the princ iplethat-privateinl7estment c.and ..deve lop
ment of Government supported research should be encouraged--as
evidenced by the issuance of the President's'1983 Memorandumqn
Government Patent Policy. •

Because of the obvious interest your agency has in technical
da t a issues, we hope that you will continue to provide input and
comments during the development6f the Statement.

Sincerely,

'(signed)
Bruce Merrifield

D. Bruce Merrifield

Attachment

cc: Honorable GeorgeA. Keyworth II (White House)
Dr. Andrew Pettifor (OSTP)
Mr. Allan Beres (GSA)
Mr. Stuart: J. Evans {NASA)

OPTI/m'P/N/ll'~~ken/rh 3/14/85
be: Dr. ~err;f;eld V·

Egil s Mil bergs
Dr. 1./; 11; ems
NorJT1 Latker
Chron
Read
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W,.SHIN(;TON

. March 19, 1984

Dear .Bruce:

The allocation of rights to various technical data, develo~ed
in the performance of government· contracts, is an issue with
significant implications for future government-industry
relationships. It is driven, for example, by the government's
need to minimize the costs of the products and services it
buys, as well as by industry's desire to maximize profits and
maintain any competitive advantage. It is fundamental to the
government's continued ability to obtain the services of the
best of the private sector.

I believe that this is an issue of sufficient importance that
any codification of the government's position on this issue,
as in the technical data section··of part 27 of the .proposed
~eral Acguisition Regulations, requires a thorough analysis
and discussion by the various agencies, and by the private
sector. I believe that the FCCSET Intellectual Property
Committee would be an appropriate vehicle for examining the
various kinds of technical data, for agreeing on the various
!~overnment objectives in seeking access to, or protecting the
proprietary nature of that data, and for developing the basis
for an acceptable set of draft regulations for the government's
rights to such data. Please keep me infonned of your progress.

Yours truly,

h:/~~~~
G. A.X:;th~

Science Advisor to the President

,
,

r-

I·

Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary for Productivity,

Technology and Innovation
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

RECEIVE

MAR 2t 198'

A. PRl.lCE~



Analysis of DOD Concerns as Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

Concern-~':rhestatementwgulc1."proh Ib i t.efforts .to negotiate
for the right to obtain and use for competitive~piocur~ment

purposes proprietary technical data pertaining tocoll\lllercial OC
future commercial items for which defense has requirements." :

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitations. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
language in PL98-577) which states at section 1202 that the
secret.ary of Defense should--

" ••• ensure that persons that have developed products or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
required, as a condition for the procurement of such products or
processes by the Department of Defense, to provide to the United
States technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessary for the United States to operate and maintain
the product or use the process if obtained by the united States
as an e;I.ement of performance under the contract)."

However, as a result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USC 2320(c) in section 5 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would "require the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded."

Response--Again, section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data of a contractor for
reprocurement when the data relates to a cOmmercial product
developed at private expense. However, it authorizes the use of
form, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
for competitive purpOses. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320(c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
relates to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will "prohibit the government's
requiring contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known."
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Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
"manufacturing data" unless they foresee a need for it. This
would not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be procuring the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
Revised section 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
language. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining technical data for
procurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense.

Concern--The statement would "preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at government
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations."

Response--To fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of "situations" are envisioned. However, in actual fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
required to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that "normally" the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and contracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end results
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD pOlicy. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.



DRAFT
Government Data Policy Statement (Revised 3/27/85)

This statement provides guidance concerning the acquisition
of technical data and softwar~ under government grants-and
contracts, except pr ime contracts for the operation of •
government-owned r esearch or production facilities ;---Eowever, .i t
applies to subcontracts under such contracts. It is intended to
(i) provide agencies with the flexibility to acquire technical
data and software needed to fulfill their missions (ii) avoid
unnecessary costs that result from the ordering af unneeded
technical data, (iii) encourage the commercialization of new
products and processes by contractors through the protection of
technical data, and {iv) encourage the most qualified commercial
concerns to participate in government research and development
programs. It does not affect the classification of technical
data and software for national security purposes.

Section ~ nPofinitions. As used in this Statement--

(a) Wtecbnical dataW means recorded information of a
scientific or technical nature. It does not include software or
financial, administrative, cost and pricing, management data, and
other information incidental to contract administration,

(b) "manufacturing data" means technical data and software
used for the manufacture of a product or performance of a process
on a commercial scale,

(c) The term "contract" includes subcontracts and the term
"contractor" includes subcontractors, and

(d) "soft~/are" means computer programs, computer data bases,
and documentation thereof.

Section 2L Treatment Qf Proposals. Proposals that have not
been incoporated in an award shall be treated as confidential and
not disclosed outside the government without the SUbmitter's
permission except for evaluation purposes. Parts of proposals
that are incorporated in awards and which contain trade secrets
OJ: commercial or financial information shall also be treated as
confidential if properly marked. Agencies shall not discriminate
against marked proposals.

Section ~ Scope Qf~ Rights Clauses. Techni~al data
delivery requirements should normally be fully set out at the
time of contracting, but deferred ordering provisions may be used
to add additional deliverables. Any rights which the government
obtains to technical data will be limited to rights in data
specifically required to be delivered or _prepared.
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Section ~ Supply Contracts. Agencies procuring standard
commercial products may6bta~n technical data necessary for
operation, maintenance or repair but not for reprocurement
purposes. Notwithstanding,~nufacturingdataBhou1d,~ot

normally be sought.
I

Section2..- Engineering Peyelopment'Contracts. Contracts for
engineering development should be structured to prevent the
disclosure of proprietary technical data related to commercial
products or processes developed at private expense by
contractors. Por example, agencies should normally accept form,
fit, and function data in lieu of manufacturing data. Or, if
manufacturing data is needed, the contractor shall be allowed to
mark as proprietary any data that relates to commercial products
OJ: processes developed at private expense; and the right of the
government to use and disclose the data shall be specified in the
con t r ac t , and shall not include the right to use the data for
r~~procurement purposes (except for Defense Department contracts
to which 10 USC 2320(c) is applied). Use of deferred,delivery
provlsions should also be considered. A "Competitive procurement
of an item developed under an engineering development contract
should not include in the solicitation any proprietary
m~lnufacturing data that relates to a product or process developed
at: private expense by a contractor which is offered or to be
offered for sale commercially 'by the contractor (except when
10 USC 2320(c) was applied to such data).

Any technical data delivered under an engineering development
contract that relates to an item develped wholly under the
contract shall be taken without restrictions if competitive
acquisition of the item is anticipated. When competitive
ac:quistion is not anticipated, the contractor will be allowed to
retain ownership of any such data delivered, and the agency shall
re:serve an unrestricted, royalty-free right to use or have its
ce'ntractors use the technical data for governmental purposes
(excluding publication outside the government). However, if
mission needs require and this is consistent with PL 98-525 or
577, agencies may also acquire publication and other rights.
Other technical data not related directly to items developed
under the contract normally shall be taken without restrictions.

Section ~ Contracts LQr Basic gng Applied Research. Agencies
will normally take technical data delivered under a basic or
applied research contract with the unlimited right to use and
publish such data, subject to any other provisions of the
contract related to inventions and patents. However, if the
research involves a contractor's privately developed products or
processes or if it is otherwise agreed to by the parties,
proprietary data of the contractor shall be protected.

Section ~ Assistance Awards. Agencies normally should not
require delivery of technical data under grants or cooperative
agreements except as necessary to verify the awardee's
performance. The awardee normally will be allowed to retain all

2
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rights in technical data delivered or produced under such awards,
including the right to publish and/or assert copyright, although
the agency may acquire a nonexclusive, royalty-free, and
worldwide license to use such -technical -datathat4-B-Uelivered or
pUblished by the awardee for internal government purposes. When
considered necessary to meet program objectives or ~tatutory :
requirements, agencies may also (i) res~rve the right to publish
technical data delivered under a grant or cooperative agreement
if the awardee fails to publish the results of the research
within a reasonable time and/or (ii) expand the government's
license to cover State and local governments.

Section ~ Software. Unless its delivery is.-specifically
required, agencies shall not normally acquire rights in software
generated under contracts or grants. Delivery of software shall
not normally be required unless a purpose of the award is the
creation of software. If software has commercial potential,
agencies shou19 normally accept license rights in lieu of
ownership; ,and consideration should be given to allowing software
documentatiah to be maintained on the contractor's 'premises.

When an agency acquires existing proprietary software, it
shall accept appropriate conditions limiting its right to use and
disclose the software. This includes cases when proprietary
software is modified to accommodate partiCUlar agency needs.

Software within the definition of wmanufacturing data W

at section lIb) is subject to sections 3-7 and not this section.

3



Analysis of DOD Concerns as Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

Concern--The statement would ~prohibit efforts to negotiate
for the right to obtain ahd use for competitive procurement
purposes proprietary technical data pertaining to commercial oJ.
future commercial items for which defense has requIrements." i

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitations. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
language in PL 98-577) which states at section 1202 that the
Secretary of Defense should--

" ••• ensure that persons that have developed products or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
required, as a condition for the procurement of such products or
processes by the Department of Defense, to provide to the United
States technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of_such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessary for the United States to operate and maintain
the productor·use the process if obtained by the united States
as an element of performance under the contract)."

However, as a result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USC 2320(c) in section 5 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would "require the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded."

Response--Again, section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data of a contractor for
reprocurement ~/hen the data relates to a commercial product
developed at private expense. However, it authorizes the use of
form, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
for competitive purposes. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320(c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
r e Lat e s to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will "prohibit the government's
requiring contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known."
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Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
"manufacturing data" unless they foresee a need for it. This
would not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be procuring the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
Revised sect~on 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
li~nguage. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining techniCal data for
procurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense.

Concern--The statement would "preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at government
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations."

Response--TO fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of "situations" are envisioned. However, in actual fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
r,;quired to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that "normally" the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and contracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end results
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD policy. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as-to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.
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MAR 1 B1985

Honorable Mary Ann Gilleece
D~puty Under Secretary of Defense

(Acquisition Management)
Pentagon, Room 3E144
Wi;lshington, D. C. 20301

Dear Ms. Gilleece:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology and Innovation
~srnn~,D.C2D23D

12D2J 377-1984

r•

(

I have received the joint letter of March 4, 1985, concerning
the efforts of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) Committee on Intellectual
Pr ope r t.y to develop a policy framework within which more detailed
Government procurement and assistance regUlations dealing with
technical data would be drafted and evaluated. As you recall,
this effort was initiated at the request of Dr. Keyworth, the
President's Science Adviso.r, and I am enclosing a copy of his
original request.

This effort is not intended to conflict with or in any way limit
the Federal Acquisition RegUlation (FAR) authorities of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Depa r t.ment; of Defense (DOD), and the General Services Adminis
tration (GSA). However, as I trust you agree, the FAR is written
against a backdrop of statutory and administrative policies that
are often set outside the FAR system as such. For example, the
FAR patent provisions must conform to the President's Memorandum
and applicable statutes, including Chapter 18 of Title 35 and
regUlations issued thereunder. Similarly, if FCCSET or another
higher authority can reach agreement on basic technical data
principles, there would appear to be no reason why the FAR
draf t e r s should not be expected to conform the FAR to those
principles.

The concerns expressed in Dr. Keyworth's letter remain valid.
For years it has proven impossible to develop tederal Procurement
RegUlations (FPR) or FAR coverage in the technical data area for
the civilian agencies. And there have been significant differ
ences in the approaches adopted by DOD, NASA, Department of
Energy (DOE), and other agencies that have issued regUlations or
other policy directives. We believe a major reason for this is
the failure to reach agreement on basic objectives and
principles.
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There is also legitimate concern whether existing regulations
give sufficient weight to the policy objectives of this
Administration. In particular, this Administration is-strongly
committed to the principle that private investment and develop
merit of Government supported research should be encouraqed-s-as "
evidenced by the issuance of the President's 1983 Memorandum qn
Government I'atent Policy.»> ;

Because of the obvious interest your agency has in technical
delta issues, we hope that you will continue to provide input and
comments during the development of the Statement.

Sincerely,

'(signed)
Bruce Merrifield

D. Bruce Merrifield

Attachment

ce: Honorable George A. Keyworth II (White House)
Dr. Andrew Pettifor (OSTP)
Mr. Allan Beres (GSA)
Mr. Stuart J. Evans (NASA)

OPTI/FT~lP/Ninll~~ken/rh 3/14/85
be: Dr. ~errifie1d &

Egi 1s ~1il bergs
Dr. '·li11 i ams
Nor'm LaHer
Chron
Read
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March 19, 1984

Dear·Bruce: I
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(.

'ThE! allocation of rights to various technical data, developed
in the performance of government contracts, is an issue with
si9n ificant impl ications for future government-industry
relationships. It is driven, for example, by the government's
need to minimize the costs of the products and services it
buys, as well as by industry's desire to maximize profits and
maintain any competitive advantage. It is fundamental to the
government's continued ability to obtain the services of the
best of the private sector.

I believe that this is an issue of sufficient importance that
.any .codification of the -government'sposi tiononthis issue;
as in the technical data section of part 27 of the.proposed
Federal ACquisition Regulations, requires a thorough analysis
and discussion by the various agencies, and by the private
sector. I believe that the FCCSET Intellectual Property
Commi ttee would be an appropriate vehicle for examining the
various kinds of technical data, for agreeing on the various
gov4~rnment objectives in seeking access to, or protecting the
proprietary nature of that data, and for developing the basis
for an acceptable set of draft regulations for the government's
rights to such data. Please keep me informed of your progress.

Yours truly,

.~~~/-~
C:-~J
G. A. K yworth

Science Advisor to the President

,

Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary for Productivity,

Technology and Innovation
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

RECEIVE

MAR 2t 19Bi
~.~RUCE~
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DRAFT
Government Data Policy Statement (Revised 3/27/85)

This statement provides guidance concerning the acquisition
of technical data and software under government "9rants-and
contract.s , except prime contracts for the operation of •
g,~vernment-owned research or production facilities;---lJowever, .it
applies to subcontracts under such contracts. It is intended to
(.i) provide agencies with the flexibility to acquire technical
data and software needed to fulfill their missions (ii) avoid
unnecessary costs that result from the ordering of unneeded
tl~chnical datai (iii) encourage the commercialization of new
plroducts and processes by contractors through the protection of
tt~chnical datai and {iv) encourage the most qualified commercial
concerns to participate in government research and development
programs. It does not affect the classification of technical
data and software for national security purposes.

Section ~ Definitions. As used in this Statement--

(a) "tecbnica1. data" means recorded·information of a
scientific or technical nature. It does not include software or
financial, administrative, cost and pricing, management data, and
other information incidental to contract administration;

(b) "manufacturing data" means technical data and software
used for the manufacture of a product or performance of a process
011 a commercial scale;

(c) The term "contract" includes subcontracts and the term
"contractor" includes subcontractors; and

(d) "software" means computer programs, computer data bases,
and documentation thereof.

Section 2L Treatment Qf Proposals. Proposals that have not
been incoporated in an award shall be treated as confidential and
not disclosed outside the government without the submitter's
permission except for evaluation purposes. Parts of proposals
that are incorporated in awards and which contain trade secrets
01: commercial or financial information shall also be treated as
confidential if properly marked. Agencies shall not discriminate
against marked proposals.

Section ~ Scope Qf~ Rights Clauses. Technical data
delivery requirements should normally be fully set out at the
time of contracting, but deferred ordering provisions may be used
to add additional deliverables. Any rights which the government
obtains to technical data will be limited to rights in data
specifically required to be delivered or prepared.
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Section ~ Supply Contracts. Agencies procuring standard
cc)mmercial products may obtain technical data necessary for
operation, maintenance or. repair but not for reprocuremerit
purposes. Notwithstanding, .manufactur ing data.sholl1CLnot
normally be sought.

Section-~ Engineering Development Contracts. Contracts for
engineering development should be structured to prevent the
disclosure of proprietary technical data related to commercial
products or processes developed at private expense by
contractors. For example, agencies should normally accept form,
fit, and function data in lieu of manUfacturing data. Or, if
manUfacturing data is needed, the contractor shall be allowed to
mclrk as proprietary any data that relates to commercial products
or processes developed at private expense; and the right of the
government to use and disclose the data shall be spe~ified in the
contract, and shall not include the right to use the data for
reprocurement purposes (except for Defense Department contracts
to which 10 USC 2320(c) is applied). Use of deferred delivery
provisions should also be considered. A ~ompetitive procurement
of an item developed under an engineering development contract
should not include in the solicitation any proprietary
IDclnufacturing data that relates to a product or process developed
at private expense by a contractor which is offered or to be
offered for sale commercially by the contractor (except when
10 USC 2320(c) was applied to such data).

Any technical data delivered under an engineering development
contract that relates to an item develped wholly under the
contract shall be taken without restrictions if competitive
acquisition of the item is anticipated. When competitive
acquistion is not anticipated, the contractor will be allowed to
retain ownership of any such data delivered, and the agency shall
reserve an unrestricted, royalty-free right to use or have its
contractors use the technical data for governmental purposes
(excluding pUblication outside the government). However, if
mission needs require and this is consistent with PL 98-525 or
577, agencies may also acquire publication and other rights.
Other technical data not related directly to items developed
under the contract normally shall be taken without restrictions.

Section ~ Contracts fQ£ Basic and Applied Research. Agencies
will normally take technical data delivered under a basic or
applied research contract with the unlimited right to use and
publish such data, subject to any other provisions of the
contract related to inventions and patents. However, if the
research involves a contractor's privately developed products or
processes or if it is otherwise agreed to by the parties,
proprietary data of the contractor shall be protected.

Section ~ Assistance Awards. Agencies normally should not
require delivery of technical data under grants or cooperative
agreements except as necessary to verify the awardee's
performance. The awardee normally will be allowed to retain all

2
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rights in technical data delivered or produced under such awards,
including the right to publish and/or assert copyright, although
the agency may acquire a nonexclusive, royalty-free, and
worldwide license to use Buch ~echnical ~ata that-i~~elivered or
pUblished by the awardee for internal government purposes. When
Considered necessary to meet program objectives or ~tatutory :
requirements, agencies may also (i) reserve the right to publish
technical data delivered under a grant or cooperative agreement
if the awardee fails to publish the results of the research
within a reasonable time and/or (ii) expand the government's
license to cover State and local governments.

Section ~ Software. Unless its delivery is_specifically
required, agencies shall not normally acquire rights in software
gt~nerated under contracts or grants. Delivery of software shall
not normally be required unless a purpose of the award is the
creat Lon of software. If software has commercial potential,
agencies shoul~ normally accept license rights i'n lieu of
o\Qnershipi ·and consideration should be given to allowing software
'documentation to be maintained on the contractor '-spremises.

When an agency acquires existing proprietary software, it
shall accept appropriate conditions limiting its right to use and
disclose the software. This includes cases when proprietary
software is modified to accommodate particular agency heeds.

Software within the definition of wmanufacturing data"
at section lIb) is subject to sections 3-7 and not this section.

3



Analysis of DOD Concerns as Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

Concern--The statement would ftprohibit efforts to negotiate
for the right to obtain arid use for competitive procurement
purposes proprietary technical data pertaining to commercial of
future commercial items for which defense has requIrements."

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitations. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
language in PL 98-577) which states at section 1202 that the
Secretary of Defense should--

ft ••• ensure that persons that have developed prQducts or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
r equ i r ed , as a condition for the procurement of such products or
processes by the Department of Defense, to provide to the United
States technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of_such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessary for the United States to operate and maintain
the product or· use the process if obtained by the United States
as an element of performance under thecontract).ft

However, as a result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USC 2320(c) in section 5 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would ftrequire the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded. ft

Response--Again, section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data of a contractor for
r;~procurement when the data relates to a commercial product
d;~veloped at private expense. However, it authorizes the use of
fl~rm, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
for competitive purposes. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320(c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
relates to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will ftprohibit the government's
requirin~contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known. ft



Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
·manufacturing data· unle~s they foresee a need for it. This
would not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be procuring the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
Revised sect~on 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
language. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining technical data for
procurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense.

Concern--The statement would ·preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at g·overnment
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations.·

Response--TO fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of ·situations· are envisioned. However, in actUal fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
requ i.r ed to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that ·normally· the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and contracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end reSUlts
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD policy. The Defense Acquisition RegUlation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as-to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.
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Analysiso.f DOD Goncerns as Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

Concern--The statement would ·prohibit efforts to negotiate
for the right to obtain. and use ror competitivepro-=urement
purposes Proprietary technical data pertaining to commercial of
future commercial items for which defense has reqiiTreIiiE!nts." ,

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitaHoris. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
lcmguage in PL 98-577) which states at section 1202 that the
secretary of Defenseshould--

• ••• ensure that persons that have developed products or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
r equLred , as a condiHon .for the procurement of such products or
processes by the Department of Defense, to provide to the United
St:ates technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessary for the United.States to operate and maintain
the product or use the process if obtained by the United States
as an element of performance under the contract).ft

However, as a result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USc 2320{c) in section 3 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would ftrequire the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded. ft

Response--Again, section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data of a contractor for
r eprocur ement, when the data relates to a commercial product
developed at private expense. However, it authorizes the use of
form, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
fl~r competitive purposes. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320{c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
relates to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will ftprohibit the government's
requiring contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known. ft
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Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
"manufacturing data" unless they foresee a need for it. This
wCluld not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be' procu r ing the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
Revised section 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
language. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining technical data for
procurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense.

Concern--The statement would "preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at government
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations."

Response--To fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of "situations" are envisioned. However, in actual fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
required to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that "normally" the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and contracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end results
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD policy. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.
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DRAFT

Government Data Policy Statement (Revised 3/27/85)
--- -,--,-._.-

This statement provides guidance concerning the acquisition
of technical data andsoftware1Jnder governrnent1Jnlnts~il.nd

contracts, except prime contracts for the ope rat.Len of . . . I

government-owned research or production facilitie13;~7E0l\7ever,.it
applies to subcontracts under such contracts. It is intended to
(1) provide agencies with the flexibility to acquire technical
data and software needed to fulfill their missions (ii) avoid
unnecessary costs that result from the ordering of unneeded
tl~chnical data~ (iii) encourage the commercialization of new
products and processes by contractors through the protection of
tl~chnical data; and (iv) encourage the most qualified commercial
ConcernS to participate in government research and development
pr.ograms. It does not affect the classification of technical
data and software for national security purposes.

Section 1L Definitions. As used in this Statement--

(a) .. lltecnnicaTdatall rneansrec:otdedinforrnation of a
scientific or technical nature. It does not include software or
financial, administrative, cost and pricing, management data, and
other information incidental to contract administration~

(b) "manufacturing data" means technical data and software
used for the manufacture of a product or performance of a process
on a commercial scale;

(c) The term "contract" includes subcontracts and the term
"contractor" inCludes subcontractors; and

(d) "software" means computer programs, computer data bases,
and documentation thereof.

Section 2L Treatment Qf Proposals. Proposals that have not
been incoporated in an award shall be treated as confidential and
not disclosed outside the government without the sUbmitter's
pE~rmission except for evaluation purposes. Parts of proposals
that are incorporated in awards and which contain trade secrets
or. commercial or financial information shall also be treated as
confidential if properly marked. Agencies shall not discriminate
against marked proposals.

Section ~ scope Qf~ Rights Clauses. Technical data
delivery requirements should normally be fUlly set out at the
time of contracting, but deferred ordering provisions may be used
to add additional deliverables. Any rights which the government
obtains to technical data will be limited to rights in data
specifically required to be delivered or prepared.
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Section.L. Supply Contracts. Agencies procuring standard
commercial products may obtain technical data necessary for
operation, maintenance or repair but not for reprocuremerit
purposes. Notwithstanding , ...manufactur ing _datashoul!hnot.
normally be sought. ,

Section ~ Engineering Development Contracts. Contracts for
engineering development should be structured to prevent the
disclosure of proprietary technical data related to commercial
products or processes developed at private expense by
contractors. For example, agencies should normally accept form,
fit, and function data in lieu of manufacturing data. Or, if
manufact.u r ing data is needed, the contractor.shall be allowed to
mark as propr ietary any data that relates to commercial products
or processes developed at private expense; and the right of the
government to use and disclose the data shall be specified in the
cont r ace , and shall not include the right to use the data for
reprocurement purposes (except for Defense Department contracts
to which 10 USC 2320(c) is applied). Use of deferred delivery
provisions should also be considered.· -A--competitiveprocurement
of an item developed under an engineering development contract
should not include in the solicitation any proprietary
malDufacturing data that relates to a product or process developed
at private expense by a 'contractor which is offered or to be
offered for sale commercially by the contractor (except when
HI USC 2320 (c) was applied to such data).

Any technical data delivered under an engineering development
contract that relates to an item develped wholly under the
contract shall be taken without restrictions if competitive
ac:quisition of the item is anticipated. When competitive
acquistion is not anticipated, the contractor will be allowed to
r eta Ln ownership of any such data delivered, and the agency shall
reserve an unrestricted, royalty-free right to use or have its
contractors use the technical data for governmental purposes
(e:xcluding publication outside the government). However, if
mission needs require and this is consistent with PL 98-525 or
577, agencies may also acquire publication and other rights.
Other technical data not related directly to items developed
under the contract normally shall be taken without restrictions.

Section ~ Contracts ~ Basic An9 Applied Research. Agencies
will normally take technical data delivered under a basic or
applied research contract with the unlimited right to use and
publish such data, subject to any other provisions of the
contract related to inventions and patents. However, if the
research involves a contractor's privately developed products or
processes or if it is otherwise agreed to by the parties,
proprietary data of the contractor shall be protected.

section ~ Assistance Awards. Agencies normally should not
re:quire delivery of 'technical data under grants or cooperative
agreements except as necessary to verify the awardee's
performance. The awardee normally will be allowed to retain all

2
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rights in technicaldatadelivetedor produced under such awards,
including the right to publish and/or assertcopyright,.{llthough
the agency may acquire a nonexclusive, royalty-free, and
worldwide liCense to use such-technical .datathatcc4-s=aelivered or
pUblished by the awardee for internal government purposes. When
cons i der ed necessary to meet program objectives or statutory ;
requirements, agencies may also (i) reserve the righttopubl!sh
technical data delivered under a grant or cooperative agreement
if the awardee fails to pUblish the results of the research
within a reasonable time and/or (ii) expand the government's
license to cover State and local governments.

Section ~ Software. Unless its delivery is specifically
required, agencies shall not normally acquire rights in software
generated under contracts or grants. Delivery of software shall
not; normally be required unless a purpose of the award is the
creatLon of software. If software hasvcommer-cLaL potential,
agencies should normally accept license rights in lieu of
ownership; .nd consideration should be given to allowing software
-documeneet.Lon to be maintained on the ·contractor 's -premises. .. _._-

When an agency acquires existing proprietary software, it
shall accept appropriate conditions limiting its right to use and
disclose the software. This includes cases when proprietary
software is modified to accommodate particular agency needs.

Software within the definition of "manufacturing data"
at section l(b) is SUbject to sections 3-7.and not this section.

3
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assi$tan1: Secretary for Productivity.
Technology end Innovlltion
vvasrnn~, D.C. 20230

(2021377-1984

MAR 181985

HIDnorable Mary Ann Gilleece
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

(Acquisition Management)
P.:ntagon, Room 3E144
Washington, D. C. 20301

near Ms. Gilleece:

I

:

(

I have received the joint letter of March 4, 1985, concerning
the efforts of the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) Committee on Intellectual
Prope r t y to develop a policy framework within which more detailed
Government procurement and assistance regulations dealing with
tE~chnical data would be drafted and evaluated. As you recall,
this effort was initiated at the request of Dr. Keyworth, the
Pre s Lderrt t s Science Advisor, and I am enclosing a copy of his
original request.

This effort is not intended to conflict with or in any way limit
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) authorities of the
Ncltional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Depa r t.ment; of Defense (DOD), and the General Services Adminis
tration (GSA). However, as I trust you agree, the FAR is written
a9ainst a backdrop of statutory and administrative policies that
are often set outside the FAR system as such. For example, the
F},R patent provisions must conform to the President's Memorandum
and applicable statutes, including Chapter 18 of ~itle 35 and
r equLat Lons issued thereunder. Similarly, if FCCSET or another
higher authority can reach agreement on basic technical data
principles, there would appear to be no reason why the FAR
drafters should not be expected to conform the FAR to those
principles.

The concerns expressed in Dr. Keyworth's letter remain valid.
For years it has proven impossible to develop Federal Procurement
Re,gulations (FPR) or FAR coverage in the technical data area for
the civilian agencies. And there have been significant differ
ences in the approaches adopted by DOD, NASA, Department of
Energy (DOE), and other agencies that have issued regulations or
other policy directives. We believe a major reason for this is
the failure to reach agreement on basic objectives and
principles;
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There is also legitimate concern whether eXisting regulations
give.sufficient weight to the policy objectives oLthis
Administration. In particular, this Administration is strongly
~c>mmittedtotheprinciplethat-.privateinvestmenLand.develop

merrt of Government supported research should be encouraged--as
evidenced by the issuance of thePresident's-1983 Memorandum d,n
Government Patent Policy. •

Because of the obvious interest your agency has in technical
data issues, we hope that you will continue to provide input and
comments during the development of the Statement.

Sincerely,

'(signed)
Bruce Merrifield

D. Bruce Merrifield

Attachment

cc: Honorable George A. Keyworth II (White House)
Dr. Andrew Pettifor (OSTP)
Mr. Allan BereS (GSA)
Mr. Stuart J. Evans (NASA)

OPTl/m'P/NI!m~~ken/rh 3/14/85
be: Dr. ~errifield V

Egil 5 ~'il bergs
Dr. 1./; 11 ; ams
Norm Latker
Chron
Read
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De,aI- Bruce:

ThE~ allocation of rights to various technical data, developed
in the performance of government contracts ,is an issue with
significant implications for future government-industry
relationships. It is driven, for example, by the government's
need to minimize the costs of the products and services it
buys, as well as by industry's desire to maximize profits and
maintain any competitive advantage. It is fundamental to the
government's continued ability to obtain the services of the
best of the private sector.

I bel ievethat this is an issue of sufficient importance that
any codification of the government's position On this issue,
as. in the technical data section of part 27~f the .j>roposed
Federal Acquisition Regulations, requires a thorough analysis
and discussion by the various agencies, and by the private
sector. I believe that the FCCSET Intellectual Property
Committee would be an appropriate vehicle for examining the
various kinds of technical data, for agreeing on the various
government objectives in seeking access to, or protecting the
proprietary nature of that data, and for developing the basis
for an acceptable set of draft regulations for the government's
riglnts to such data. Please keep me informed of your progress.

Yours truly,

nl/);~~~d
G. A. K~;th

Science Advisor to the President

•

Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary for Productivity,

Technology and Innovation
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

RECEIVE

MAR 2t 198'

R. BRUCE M.£&FJf.I
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Government Data Polic:ystatement (Revised 3/27/85)

Thisstatementllrovidesguidance concerning theac:quisition
of technical data and software under government gr~l1t;s and
contracts , except prime contracts "forthe operation-oi:
government-owned research or production faci1ities:~:;~However, ,it
applies to subcontracts under such contracts. '1:tis7Iiltended \;10
(i) provide agencies with the flexibility to acquire technical
data and software needed to fulfill their missions (ii) avoid
unnecessary costs that result from the ordering of unneeded
bechnical data; (iii) encourage the commercialization of new
products and processes by contractors through the protection of
bechnical data; and (iv) encourage the most qualified commercial
concerna to participate in government research and development
programs. It does not affect the classification of technical
data and software for national security purposes.

Section L..Definitions. As used in this Statement--

(a) "technical data" means recorded information of a
sl~ientificortechnical-Hnat:ure ~It: does-riri£iriclude software or
financial, administrative, cost and pricing, management data, and
oither information incidental to contract administration;

(b) "manufacturing datal! means technical data and software
used for the manufacture of a product or performance of a process
on a commercial scale;

(c) The term "contract" includes subcontracts and the term
"contractor" includes subcontractors; and

(d) "software" means computer programs, computer data bases,
and documentation thereof.

Section 2L Treatment Qf Proposals. Proposals that have not
been incoporated in an award shall be treated as c:onfidential and
not disc:losed outside the government without the submitter's'
piermission except for evaluation purposes. Parts of proposals
that are incorporated in awards and which contain trade secrets
or commercial or financial information shall also be treated as
ci:>nfidential if properly marked. Agencies shall not discriminate
against marked proposals.

Section ~ Scope Qf~ Rights Clauses. Technical data
delivery requirements should normally be fUlly set out at the
time of contracting, but deferred ordering provisions may be used
to add additional deliverables. Any rights which the government
obtains to technical data will be limited to rights in data
specifically required to be delivered or prepared.
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Section ~Supply Contracts. Agencies procuring standard
commercial products may obtain technical data necessary for
operation, maintenance or repair but not for reprocurelllent
purposes. Notwithstanding, manufacturing data should not
nc.rmal1ybesought~ . _u. • •••••.• un n __nn _

I

section ~ Engineer ing Deyelopment Contracts·;cCOntracts fur
engineering development should be structured to prevent the
disclosure of proprietary technical data related to commercial
products or processes developed at private expense by
contractors. For example, agencies should normally accept form,
fit, and function data in lieu of manufacturing data. Or, if
manufacturing data is needed, the contractor shall be allowed. to
mazk as proprietary any data that relates to commercial products
or processes developed at private expense~ and the right of the
government to use and disclose the data shall be specified in the
corrtr act , and shall not include the right to use the data for
r eprocurement; purposes· (except for Defense Depar t.ment; contracts
eo which 10 USC 2320 (c) is applied). Use of deferred delivery
provisions shouldals9 be consigered.Acompetitiveprocurement
of an item developed under an engineering development contract
should not include in the solicitation any proprietary
manufaccu r ing data that relates to a product or process developed
at: private expense by a contractor which is offered or to be
offered for sale commercially by the contractor (except when
10 USC 2320(c) was applied to such data).

Any technical data delivered under an engineering development
contract that relates to an item develped wholly under the
cc,ntract shall be taken without restrictions if competitive
ae1quisition of the item is anticipated. When competitive
acquistion is not anticipated, the contractor will be allowed to
reltain ownership of any such data delivered, and the agency shall
reiSeI'Ve an unrestricted, royalty-free right to use or have its
contractors use the technical data for governmental purposes
(excluding publication outside the government). However, if
mission needs require and this is consistent with PL 98-525 or
577, agencies may also acquire pUblication and other rights.
Other technical data not related directly to items developed
under the contract normally shall be taken without restrictions.

Section ~ Contracts ~ Basic AnQ Applied Research. Agencies
will normally take technical data delivered under a basic or
applied research contract with the unlimited right to use and
publish such data, subject to any other provisions of the
contract related to inventions and patents. However, if the
research involves a contractor's privately developed products or
processes or if it is otherwise agreed to by the parties,
proprietary data of the contractor shall be protected.

Section ~ Assistance Awards. Agencies normally should not
require delivery of technical data under grants or cooperative
agreements except as necessary to verify the awardee's
performance. The awardee normally will be allowed to retain all
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rights in technical data delivered or produced under such awards,
including the right to Pllblish and/or assertcopyrightLalthough
the agency may acquire a nonexclusive, royalty-free, and'
worldwide .license to use such.tcechnical _data that.3.B_c.deliver.ed or
published by the awardee for internal government purposes. When
considered necessary to meet program objectivesor-statutory :
requirements, agencies may also (i) reserve the right to pUblish
technical data delivered under a grant or cooperative agreement
if the awardee fails to publish the results of the research
within a reasonable time and/or (ii) expand the government's
license to cover State and local governments.

Section .a... Software. Unless its delivery is specifically
requ Lred , agencies shall not n6rmally acquire rights in software
generated under contracts or grants. Delivery of software shall
not; normally be required unless a purpose of the award is the
c:reation of software. If software has commercial potential,
agencies should normally accept license rights in lieu of
ownership; and consideration shoUld be given to allowing software

··-documentation to bemaintained on the contractor'.g -premises.

When an agency acquires existing proprietary software, it
shall a.ccept appropriate conditions limiting its right to use and
disclose the software. This includes.cases when proprietary
software is modified to accommodate particular agency needs.

Software within the definition of "manufacturing data"
at section lIb) is SUbject to sections 3-7 and not this section.

3
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Analysis of DOD.Concernsas Stated in Secretary
Weinberger's March 19, 1985 Letter

Concern--The statement would "prohibit effort.s to negotiate
for the right to obtain and use for competitive procurement
purposes proprietary technical data pertaining to commercial OJ
future commercial items for which defense has requirements." J

Response--Sections 4 and 5 contain such limitations. However,
they are based on language in Public Law 98-525 (and similar
language in PL 98-577) which states at sectLon 1202 that the
Secretary of Defense should--

" ••• ensure that persons that have developed products or
processes offered or to be offered for sale to the public are not
requ i r ed , as a condition for the procurement of such products or
processes by .theDepartment of Defense, to provide to the United
States technical data relating to the design, development, or
manufacture of such products or processes (except for such data
as may be necessary for the United StateS to operate and maintain
the product or use the process .if obtained by -the united States·
as an element of performance under the contract)."

However, asa result of Secretary Weinberger's letter we have
added references to 10 USC 2320(c) in section 5 which gives DOD
greater latitude than others in this area.

Concern--The statement would "require the government to limit
its use of technical data pertaining to items developed with less
than total government funds to such an extent that competition
would be severely inhibited if not precluded."

Response--Again,section 5 places limitations on the right of
the government to use proprietary data ofa contractor for
reprocurement, when the data relates to a commercial product
deve l oped at pr i vate expense. However, it author izes the use of
form, fit, and function data relating to such commercial products
for competitive purposes. We have also added the reference to 10
USC 2320(c) to satisfy Secretary Weinberger's concern. Other
than data relating to privately developed commercial products,
the draft statement does not prevent DOD from obtaining any type
of technical data for competitive procurement purposes that
relates to noncommercial products developed with partial govern
ment and partial contractor funding. Thus, if a contractor has
used internal funds to begin the development of a noncommercial,
military product the Statement would in no way prevent DOD from
negotiating for technical data relating to this item.

Concern--The statement will "prohibit the government's
requiring contractors to deliver technical data pertaining to
items developed totally at government expense unless there is a
specific need for the data. This prohibition appears to extend
to follow-on contracts even though data needs not initially
apparent may have become known."
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Response--We do not understand the basis for this statement.
It appears to relate to the second paragraph of section 3 of one
of our early drafts which advised agencies not to order expensive
"manufacturing data" unless they foresee a need for it. This
would not have affected DOD, since in most cases we assume DOD
would be' procuring the development of an item with an expectation
of procuring it in the future if the item proves effective.
RE!vised section 3 (now section 5) no longer contains the same
language. In any case neither the earlier version or the current
version should prevent DOD from obtaining technical data for
pr.ocurement purposes in items wholly developed at government
expense ,

Concern--The statement would "preclude the acquisition of
rights in software developed under a contract at government
expense unless such software was a specific end product required
by the contract. This, too, can serve as a bar to competitive
procurement in certain situations."

Response--To fully respond it would be useful to know what
type of "situations" are envisioned. However, in actual fact the
statement does not precude the acquisition of rights in software
unless it was a specific end product. Section 7 begins by
stating the government only gets rights in software that is
r'equired to be delivered. The statement does not preclude an
agency from specifying that software will be delivered.

It does state, however, that "normally" the delivery of
software should not be required unless a purpose of the award is
the creation of software. This is not an absolute requirement,
but we believe it is a sound general rule. Scientists and
engineers are constantly writing and altering computer programs
to facilitate work under government R&D grants and oontracts. In
most cases the government is more interested in the end results
than obtaining copies of software that was developed incidental
to the carrying out of the work. Thus, it makes little sense in
most cases for agencies to require delivery of such software.
Furthermore, when a researcher sees a wider commercial market for
his software, its delivery to the government will undermine his
marketing efforts since it may become available to competitors
through the Freedom of Information Act.

The first paragraph of section 7 may, in fact, require a change
in DOD policy. The Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR)
Supplement now says that DOD will only acquire rights in computer
software to meet its needs. However, it then goes on to state
that DOD will take unlimited rights in computer software
developed in the course of experimental, developmental, or
research work specified under a contract. No explanation is
given as to why DOD has such a broad need. We believe this may
be the major policy issue presented by the draft Statement.


